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Kia ora explorers! 

This worksheet is to help you learn about 
what it takes to build a skyscraper! 

Start by watching this LEGO discover 
video on YouTube: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tOU7g7phoOg 

 

QUESTIONS: 

What was the name of the first skyscraper ever built, and how many storeys tall 
was it? 

 
What is the name of the tallest skyscraper in the world, and where is it? 

 
How tall is this building in metres? (Hint: you could either do some research, or 
use an online unit converter to find the answer.) 

 
Research: 
What is the name of the tallest free-standing structure in Aotearoa New 
Zealand? Where is it, and when was it built? 

 
Research: 

Why was this building constructed? 

 
The Empire State Building is a famous skyscraper in New York City. When it was 
built, the Empire State Building was the first building ever to have what? 
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FAMILY CHALLENGE: 

The Empire State Building was also built seriously 
fast, with engineers completing a storey per day! 
Challenge someone in your house to have a 
building competition with you. The first person to 
build a free-standing tower one metre tall is the 
winner! (Tag Imagination Station on social media 
if you would like to share what you have built with us.) 

QUESTIONS: 

Gravity and air resistance are the main forces acting on a building like a 
skyscraper. In your own words, describe each of them. 

Gravity 

 
Air resistance 

 
The building materials chosen for skyscrapers, such as steel and concrete, have 
high compressive strength and high flexural strength. You can test the 
compressive strength of something by seeing how easy or difficult it is to squash. 
You can test the flexural strength by seeing how easy or difficult it is to twist. 
Find materials around you house with these qualities: 

High compressive strength 
and low flexural strength. 

High compressive strength 
and high flexural strength. 

Low compressive strength 
and low flexural strength. 

Low compressive strength 
and high flexural strength. 
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Draw a diagram to show a steel box frame. 

 

What is the disadvantage of using steel box frames? 

 
What is another way to use steel frames that avoids this problem? 

 
Research: 
Find three ancient structures that use a similar shape. 

1 

 
2 

 
3 
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EXPERIMENT: 

Find a heavy book or other flat heavy object. Using 
only one uncut piece of paper, how can you raise the 
book off the table? (Hint: consider steel frames.) 

Extra for experts: 
Once you have mastered the first challenge, see how 
many books or other heavy objects you can stack up. 
This time, you may start with two sheets of paper 
and you may cut the paper. 

 

QUESTIONS: 

Engineers reckon you could build a LEGO tower two miles high before the 
bottom bricks started to break. A mile is equal to 1.6 kilometres. Calculate how 
many kilometres that tower would be if it were ever made. 

 
The tallest LEGO brick tower ever built was 115 feet high. How tall is that in 
metres? (One foot equals 0.35 metres.) 

 
 

FAMILY CHALLENGE: 

Find a tape measure or ruler and see how long a metre is. Can you mark out the 
height of the tallest LEGO tower on your nearest footpath by taking steps that 
are one metre long? Family members whose legs aren’t long enough for one 
metre steps can take twice as many steps that are half a metre long instead. 

Use a map and find a walking route from your house and back that is two miles 
long. If you can, go for a walk or bike ride with your family along this route. How 
long does it take you? 


